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ABSTRACT
The reduction of 4-nitrothiophenol (NTP) to 4-4′-dimercaptoazobenzene (DMAB) on laser illuminated noble metal nanoparticles is one
of the most widely studied plasmon mediated reactions. The reaction is most likely triggered by a transfer of low energy electrons from the
nanoparticle to the adsorbed molecules. Besides the formation of DMAB, dissociative side reactions of NTP have also been observed. Here, we
present a crossed electron-molecular beam study of free electron attachment to isolated NTP in the gas-phase. Negative ion yields are recorded
as a function of the electron energy, which helps to assess the accessibility of single electron reduction pathways after photon induced electron
transfer from nanoparticles. The dominant process observed with isolated NTP is associative electron attachment leading to the formation of
the parent anion of NTP. Dissociative electron attachment pathways could be revealed with much lower intensities, leading mainly to the loss
of functional groups. The energy gained by one electron reduction of NTP may also enhance the desorption of NTP from nanoparticles. Our
supporting experiments with small clusters, then, show that further reaction steps are necessary after electron attachment to produce DMAB
on the surfaces.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0018784., s

INTRODUCTION

Electron–hole pairs generated in the decay of localized surface
plasmons in noble metal nanoparticles (NPs) enable various appli-
cations in solar energy conversion and chemical synthesis.1,2 These
so-called hot electrons with an energy of typically 0 eV–3 eV above
the Fermi level3 can be transferred into the initially unoccupied
orbitals of adsorbed molecules and trigger reactions therein.4–10 It is
assumed that electrons are transferred by chemical induced damp-
ing, where the surface plasmon resonance decays non-radiatively
by transferring an electron from the valence band of the NP into
the unoccupied molecular orbitals of the adsorbed molecules.11

In this process, the transfer-probability and final energy of the

electrons depend significantly on the electronic structure at the
metal–organic interface, which is strongly influenced by the inter-
action of the metal with the chemisorbed molecules.12–14 The reduc-
tion of 4-nitrothiophenol (NTP) on the surface of gold and silver
nanoparticles has been studied in detail with spectroscopic tech-
niques and acts as a model reaction for plasmon mediated reac-
tions.15–26 Depending on the environment in which the reaction
is conducted, NTP can be reduced to a different degree result-
ing in mainly two observed products, 4-4′-dimercaptoazobenzene
(DMAB)27 or the completely reduced 4-aminothiophenol (ATP).28

Even though the reactions crucially depend on the temperature16,29

and the chemical environment,30,31 such as pH32 and the presence
of O2

24,33 or halide ions,25 it is widely assumed that the reaction
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is initially triggered by a light induced electron transfer from the
NPs to the NTP.34 In this way, a transient negative ion is formed,
whose properties can also be studied in detail by attachment of a
free low energy electron to the respective molecule. In this con-
text, an electron is understood to be of low energy when its kinetic
energy is below the ionization threshold of the molecule. A tran-
sient negative ion is rather unstable and likely to decay either by
detachment of the extra electron or by the cleavage of molecu-
lar bonds, resulting in the formation of a negative fragment ion
and one or more neutral fragments.35 However, as the transfor-
mation of NTP to DMAB or ATP requires the transfer of four
or six electrons, respectively, an NTP− ion needs to be formed
in an initial step, having sufficient stability that it does not decay
immediately but is able to initiate further subsequent chemical
transformations.

In previous studies using surface enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS), the initial reaction steps in the plasmon mediated reaction
of NTP on a gold surface driven by a silver nanoparticle and in a
gold/silver nanojunction were examined, and the rapid formation
of a stable NTP− anion was observed.20,21,26 The initial formation
of NTP− is assumed to be the rate determining step since inter-
mediate products are typically not observed in SERS measurements
monitoring the reaction of NTP.20 The electron induced reaction
steps leading to the formation of DMAB, which are proposed on the
basis of experimental observations,20,21 are also in accordance with
thermodynamic calculations of NTP on Ag and Au electrodes.36

Nevertheless, at low surface coverages of NTP, when the forma-
tion of DMAB is inhibited due to the lack of neighboring NTP
molecules, the cleavage of the nitro group has been observed, result-
ing in formation of bare thiophenol (TP) on the NP surface.19 The
electron induced reaction pathways of NTP on light illuminated
metal surfaces, which have been observed so far, are summarized
in Fig. 1(a). Moreover, with ongoing illumination time, a reduc-
tion in the signal intensity of NTP and its reaction products has
been observed, which has been assigned to the thermal cleavage of

the Ag–S bond.37 The initially formed anionic states of NTP repre-
sent the transition or intermediate states that determine the further
pathway of the subsequent reaction. However, these anionic states
involved in the different reaction pathways, leading either to the
formation of a stable anion or to a dissociation of the molecule,
have not yet been investigated. By irradiation with low energy
electrons in combination with negative ion mass spectrometry, the
negative ion resonances leading to the formation of certain reac-
tion products can be monitored.35 Nevertheless, this procedure is
very challenging in the solid state because typically electron energies
above 5 eV are required in order to desorb the reaction products
from the surface to detect them. Hence, the reactions occurring at
the relevant electron energy regime for plasmon mediated reactions
(<2 eV) remain obscure in such experiments.38,39 Using a crossed
electron-molecular beam setup, the interaction of molecules and
electrons can be studied in detail with a high energy resolution, and
the negative ion resonances can be determined down to the energy
of thermal electrons.35,40 Even though the position and intensity of
the negative ion resonances can differ in the gas-phase compared to
systems in the condensed phase,35 for the plasmon mediated reac-
tions of 8-bromoadenine41 it was previously possible to explain the
reactions observed on nanoparticles upon excitation of their sur-
face plasmon resonance with the anionic resonances determined in
gas-phase measurements.42

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Within the present study, the interaction of NTP with low
energy electrons has been studied in the gas-phase by electron
molecule collisions, in order to obtain an in-depth understanding of
the electron induced reactions of isolated NTP. Therefore, a beam of
gas-phase NTP has been crossed with a beam of low energy electrons
of defined energy between 0 eV and 15 eV to generate transient neg-
ative ions in a setup sketched in Fig. 1(b). In this way, the electrons

FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the electron induced reaction pathways of NTP on a laser illuminated AuNP surface. (b) Schematic representation of the present experimental setup.
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can temporally occupy a formerly empty molecular orbital of the
NTP forming an anionic state, which can be either stable or decay by
autodetachment of the extra electron or dissociation into an anion
and one or more neutral fragments in a process called dissociative
electron attachment (DEA),

NTP + e− → NTP−#
→ anion (+neutral fragments).

The resulting anions have been determined using negative ion mass
spectrometry.

On the basis of the gas-phase electron molecule interactions,
the reactions of NTP on a NP surface shall be interpreted, which
are resulting from the plasmon mediated electron transfer from
NPs to the adsorbed NTP. The electronic and vibrational modes
of NTP might be significantly influenced by mixed metal molec-
ular states of the metal–sulfide bond and resulting conformational
changes, when the molecules are adsorbed on a surface, and conse-
quently, this might cause an effect on the interaction of NTP with

low energy electrons compared to the gas-phase measurements.43

More important multiple electron reduction happens on the sur-
face in contrast to single collision conditions in the present exper-
iment. Nevertheless, these experiments are a first step in obtain-
ing a detailed understanding of the electron induced reactions of
NTP.

In the gas-phase, eight different anions generated by electron
attachment to NTP could be identified with a molecular mass of 32
u, 46 u, 92 u, 108 u, 124 u, 138 u, 154 u, and 155 u, respectively. For
each observed anion, an energy spectrum has been recorded, where
the anion yield is monitored as a function of the incident electron
energy (see Fig. 2). Each fragment ion is formed within distinct res-
onant features, which reflect the initial resonant electron attachment
process. Electrons having a specific energy are attached to NTP via a
vertical Franck–Condon transition to form a specific transient neg-
ative ion state. Depending on the lifetime of the transient negative
ion and the distribution of the electron over the molecule, effective
dissociation reactions can occur. These reactions can proceed very

FIG. 2. Anion yield curves arising from low energy electron attachment shows the resonant formation of specific anionic fragments. The colored area marks the regime
accessible for plasmonically generated electrons. Dashed lines in the spectrum show thermodynamic thresholds calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pvtz level of theory in
Gaussian16.46 The peaks marked with ∗ might arise due to possible artifacts in the measurement: the 0 eV signal in the 154 u spectrum might originate from the intensive
resonance of NTP—due to the mass resolution of the quadrupole—whereas the 0 eV signal in the 138 u spectrum might be caused by residual contaminations in the collision
chamber.
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specifically with respect to both the bonds that are broken and the
energy at which the electron attachment occurs.44,45 The electron
energies leading to the resonant formation of the respective anions
from NTP are presented in Table I.

The anion with the highest yield is NTP− at 155 u, which is
formed in a single resonant signal peaking close to 0 eV. Based on
previous studies of nitro-substituted benzenes, it can be assigned to
a vibrational Feshbach resonance.47 As the energy of the majority
of the plasmonically generated electrons is slightly above the Fermi
level, it is very likely that the transferred electrons from plasmonic
NPs can form these resonances. The high yield and stability of NTP−

following the attachment of near 0 eV electrons explain well its
rapid formation on laser illuminated plasmonic nanostructures.20

Beyond that, DEA studies of other nitrophenol derivates in differ-
ent cluster environments reveal a further stabilizing effect of the
parent anion due to the environmental effects, which might occur
in the plasmonic reactions of NTP as well.40 The cross section of
the anionic resonances on the surface can be highly enhanced com-
pared to the gas-phase measurements due to coupling with image
states.48,49

With a molecular mass of 154 u, the dehydrogenated parent
anion (NTP–H)− is observed with high yields within two reso-
nant signals close to 0 eV with shoulders at 0.6 eV and at 3.6 eV.
However, it is likely that the signal close to 0 eV is an artifact
originating from NTP− due to the low mass resolution of the
used quadrupole mass filter. This is also confirmed by the calcu-
lated threshold of the reaction, which is 0.15 eV (see Fig. 3) So
far, the formation of (NTP–H)− has not been observed by SERS
measurements of NTP reactions on NPs. On the one hand, the
SERS spectrum of the dehydrogenated species is expected to be
very similar to the respective NTP and NTP− signals,20 and on

the other hand, the dehydrogenation in the gas-phase experiments
most likely originates from the thiol group mediated by a shape
resonance.50 In the case of NTP chemisorbed on the nanoparticle,
hydrogen is replaced by the surface of the nanoparticle. The cor-
responding shape resonances may, therefore, induce desorption of
NTP.

The anion at 138 u, formed by the loss of an oxygen atom
from the nitro group and additional hydrogen, is observed from
two resonances at 3.7 eV and 7.5 eV with a low yield in good
agreement with the calculated threshold of the reaction of 2.02 eV
(see Fig. 3). The energy of these two resonances is exceeding
the energy of plasmonically generated electrons (colored region
in Fig. 2), and the formation of (NTP–O)− by the attachment
of a single plasmonic electron is, therefore, unlikely. This is in
good agreement with studies of plasmon induced reactions show-
ing that (NTP–O)− is formed following the attachment of two
electrons.20,21,36

The anions at 109 u and 108 u are formed from two resonances
at 0.9 eV and 3.4 eV and can be assigned to the cleavage of the nitro
group from the phenyl ring, followed by hydrogen loss from sulfur
in the case of 108 u. Unfortunately, we cannot separate contributions
from these two channels in the present setup. These reaction chan-
nels match nicely the formation of thiophenol observed by Zhang
et al. upon the illumination of AgNPs covered with a low density
of NTP illuminated with 633 nm laser light.19 The resonance at
0.9 eV is accessible for electrons generated under these conditions;
however, the anion yield in this reaction channel is two orders of
magnitude lower compared to the formation of NTP−. Hence, the
cleavage of the nitro group can only be observed when the more
probable formation of DMAB is hindered. The anionic counter-
part with a mass of 46 u can be assigned to NO2

−. Both anions at

TABLE I. Energy and intensity of anions generated by electron attachment to NTP.

Energy averaged intensity Resonances in eV (peak intensity/s−1)
m/z Identity (relative to the parent ion) (sh indicates a shoulder peak)

32 S− 2.3 ± 1.1 0.4 (135.5)
3.7 (9.3)

46 NO2
− 7.4 ± 3.4 1.0 (61.7)

3.5 (185.9)
6.7 (5.1) sh

92 [NTP–SH–NO]− 0.2 ± 0.1 3.7 (4.1)
108 and 109 [NTP–NO2–H]−and [NTP–NO2] 3.9 ± 1.8 0.9 (80.6)

3.4 (63.4)
6.1 (2.6) s

124 [NTP–NO–H]− 0.9 ± 0.4 4.4 (21.8)
138 [NTP–OH]− 0.3 ± 0.2 0.1 (3.0)–(may be background)

3.7 (6.5)
7.5 (1.4)

154 [NTP–H]− 47.7 ± 23.2 0.0 (3453)–(may be NTP−)
0.6 (867.2) sh

3.6 (362.9)
155 NTP− 100.0 ± 48.6 0.0 (18 414.1)

3.6 (488.2)
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FIG. 3. Sketch of all observed reaction
pathways. Values close to the arrows are
calculated reaction thresholds assum-
ing simple bond cleavages calculated at
the B3LYP/aug-cc-pvtz level of theory
in Gaussian16.46 The thickness of the
arrows reflects qualitatively the relative
intensities of the reaction channels.

108 u/109 u and at 46 u are formed through resonances located
at 1.0 eV and 3.5 eV, but with a different intensity ratio. NO2

− is
formed with three times higher intensity through the resonance at
3.5 eV than at 1.0 eV, whereas the 108/109 u signal appears with
slightly higher intensity at 1.0 eV than at 3.5 eV despite much lower
electron affinity of the (NTP–NO2) 109 u anion. The signals may be
explained on the basis of calculated energetic thresholds of the reac-
tions (see Fig. 3). While the threshold for the direct bond cleavage
with charge remaining on the ring (109 u) is 1.54 eV, formation of
the phenylthiol-radical anion (108 u) requires only 0.66 eV. There-
fore, the 0.9 eV resonance enhancement is the contribution of the
108 u signal.

Ions observed at 124 u and 92 u are specific by the fact that
they are formed after the removal of nitric oxide from the nitro
group. Such a reaction needs a significant rearrangement within
the molecule because a CN bond is replaced with a CO bond.
Despite its complexity, it is a common reaction channel after elec-
tron attachment to nitro-substituted compounds.40,51 The fragment
anion with a mass of 124 u is formed by the loss of NO from the
nitro group and hydrogen from sulfur through a single resonant fea-
ture with a maximum at 4.4 eV well above the energetic threshold
of the reaction of only 0.3 eV (see Fig. 3). This difference may be
explained by additional energy required for the rearrangement of
the nitro group forming a barrier for the observed process. The frag-
ment ion at 92 u originates from the cleavage of nitric oxide and
the thiol group and is formed from a single resonance at 3.7 eV
with a low yield. Energetic threshold for this process leading to

NO and HS formation is 2.2 eV. None of the resonances leading
to NO loss is accessible via single electron transfer from plasmonic
nanostructures.

Finally, a mass of 32 u S− is formed through a strong reso-
nance at only 0.4 eV and a very weak resonance at 3.7 eV. The
second resonance can be explained by sulfur anion release after
hydrogen migration to the phenyl ring, which requires an energy
input of 2.34 eV. However, the low energy resonance cannot occur
in the direct dissociation process. The present experiment, however,
does not allow for unambiguous identification of the process. Sulfur
represents a bridge to the nanoparticle surface, and therefore, the
formation of S− may contribute to desorption of molecules. Several
mechanisms are assumed to describe the desorption of molecules
from illuminated plasmonic surfaces: the molecules can desorb due
to elevated temperatures52 or electronic transitions53,54 breaking the
metal–molecule bond (i.e., the Au–S bond in the case of thiolated
AuNPs). The present experiments suggest an additional desorption
of NTP, and its reaction products from the NP surface37 might
be possible by cleaving the C–S bond. Our study shows that one
electron reduction, which can be achieved in a single photon pro-
cess, provides sufficient energy to break down the C–S bonds of
NTP. The C–S bond strength may be comparable to the bind-
ing to the surface,55 and desorption via the C–S cleavage channel
may become important. Nevertheless, since on the one hand the
bond-type and bond-strength of thiolated molecules on a heteroge-
neous metal surface are still under debate56 and on the other hand
the hybridized metal–molecular bonds might significantly alter the
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TABLE II. Adiabatic electron affinities (AEAs) of NTP− and its selected dissociation
products calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pvtz level of theory in Gaussian16.46 Values
in parentheses are from the NIST database.

Anion Formula AEA (eV)

NTP− C6H4NO2SH− 1.44
(NTP–H)− C6H4NO2S− 3.5
(NTP–NO)− C6H4OSH− 2.35
(NTP–NOH)− C6H4OS− 3.63
(NTP–NO2H)− C6H4S− 2.28 [2.345]
NTP–NO2 C4H4SH 1.35
NO2

− NO2
− 2.25 [2.2730]

S− S− 2.21 [2.07]

electronic structure and reactivity of the C–S bond,57 further evi-
dence is required to validate whether the C–S bond cleavage is a
reaction channel of NTP on a surface as well, as indicated by the
gas-phase measurements.

Both fragmentation and desorption of the molecules may be
enhanced by electrons due to the formation of anions. The reason
is the energy gain due to electron affinity of the formed anions.
Therefore, we are additionally listing the adiabatic electron affinities
(AEAs), which were discussed in the text in Table II. The calcu-
lated values represent the situation of isolated NTP in the vacuum,
which may be, however, altered when it is adsorbed on a metal
surface.

In order to study the electron induced reactions of NTP dimers
in the gas-phase, electron attachment to NTP dimers in He clusters
has been performed, comparable to experiments described previ-
ously by Kočišek et al.40 Within these measurements, beside the
stable dimer anion with a mass of 310 u, only two further anions
with a mass higher than 155 u have been observed at 172 u and 279
u. The latter might be a combination of an intact NTP with a mass of
155 u and the 124 u fragment and is likely to be in higher energetic
resonances. Due to the possible loss of a nitrogen atom, this reac-
tion channel will not be involved in the formation of DMAB. The
results for NTP clusters indicate that the direct pathway from NTP
oligomers to DMAB via single electron reduction is not possible. It
will rather be the NTP− parent anion that will be further reduced or
interact with other available reactants on the NP surface to produce
DMAB.

CONCLUSION

The yield curves of all anionic reaction products arising from
electron attachment to gas-phase NTP have been determined,
revealing a predominant formation of NTP− compared to dissocia-
tive reaction pathways. NTP− is favorably formed by electrons with
an energy close to 0 eV, which corresponds to the typical energy of
plasmonically generated electrons in noble metal NPs.8 All observed
dissociative reaction channels are leaving the phenyl ring intact and
cleaving functional groups or parts of it. The most intense and,
hence, the most relevant dissociative reaction channels are hydro-
gen abstraction, the loss of the nitro group, and the formation of S−.
All further fragments have been formed with a comparably low yield.

The DEA resonances are typically located at 0 eV, 1 eV, and 3.5 eV,
and the first two are basically accessible in the light induced electron
transfer from plasmonic nanoparticles. All anionic products, which
are expected from SERS measurements, namely, the parent anion
and the fragments arising from the cleavage of the C–N and the C–S
bonds have been observed. The electron induced desorption might
act as an alternative reaction pathway to the thermal desorption of
the molecule from the NP surface, explaining the signal decrease in
NTP and its reaction products in SERS measurements with ongo-
ing illumination time. Further alternative reaction routes such as the
cleavage of oxygen and nitric oxide from the nitro group have been
observed as well, however, with some orders of magnitude of lower
yield and at higher energies, indicating a minor role of this reac-
tion pathway in the plasmon induced reaction of NTP. The present
electron attachment experiments are supporting the existing mod-
els of the initial steps of electron induced reactions of NTP on NPs.
However, single electron reduction is not sufficient for explaining
the DMAB formation on NPs, as revealed in our experiments with
small NTPn clusters.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Chemicals: NTP with a purity of 96% was purchased from Alfa
Aesar and used without further purification.

Negative ion mass spectrometry: The gas-phase molecular elec-
tron collision experiments have been performed using an experi-
mental setup initially built by Stepanović et al.,58 which has been
modified toward measurements of low volatile compounds.59 The
electron beam is generated by using a trochoidal electron monochro-
mator, providing electrons with an energy resolution of approxi-
mately 100 meV and a current of around 3 nA. The molecular beam
is produced by subliming a solid NTP sample in a glass reservoir at
a temperature of 40 ○C, which is connected to a 1 cm long molyb-
denum capillary with an inside diameter of 0.5 mm. The reservoir
is a part of the direct insertion probe inlet that enables exchange of
solid samples without venting the main chamber of the setup. The
electron and molecular beams are crossed under vacuum at a pres-
sure of 1 × 10−6 mbar, and the generated anions are extracted from
the interaction regions toward a quadrupole mass filter and detected
subsequently with a channeltron detector. The electron energy was
calibrated by the 4.4 eV resonance in the O− yield from CO2.60

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the negative ion mass spec-
trum of NTPn recorded under cluster conditions.
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